Poly's lineup of video solutions delivers radical simplicity to all your meeting rooms. Easy to install, easy to manage, and best of all, easy to use. Poly puts the mojo back into meetings.

**POLY VIDEO FAMILY OVERVIEW**

Poly's lineup of video solutions delivers radical simplicity to all your meeting rooms. Easy to install, easy to manage, and best of all, easy to use. Poly puts the mojo back into meetings.

**POLY STUDIO P15**

The personal video bar that's the closest thing to being there.

The Poly Studio P15 personal video bar gives you everything you need to look and sound your best while video conferencing in focus rooms or other personal spaces. Exceptional optics and powerful audio deliver a premium experience for all your remote meetings, and automatic camera framing ensures you're always seen.

- Everything needed for premium video calls built into one sleek device
- NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies prevent distracting noises from interrupting your meetings
- Easy setup with the included monitor mount that fits securely atop your display with easy adjustments for the optimal angle

**POLY STUDIO**

Premium USB video bar built for small rooms and big ideas.

Premium performance for huddle rooms everywhere. Poly Studio delivers best-in-class audio and video in an easy-to-use USB video bar. The features you need for a price you can afford.

- Best audio quality and voice clarity in its class.
- Smart camera automatically focuses in on the person speaking.
- Centralized management enables high-scale deployments.
- Easy setup with a PC or Mac through simple USB connectivity.
POLY STUDIO X FAMILY

Radically simple video bar powering your favorite meeting service

Poly Studio X family video bars deliver radical simplicity in a single sleek device. Now you can connect easily from huddle to large rooms with whatever video collaboration software you may use.

- Simple setup gets rooms up and running in moments.
- Popular video apps built right in, including Microsoft Teams and Zoom.
- Block out distractions with Poly MeetingAI features, including exclusive NoiseBlockAI machine learning audio algorithms.
- Poly DirectorAI makes you feel connected with production-quality camera framing and tracking to show your best face every time.

POLY G7500

Video conferencing and content sharing solution for medium and large conference rooms.

Help teams share ideas and express themselves clearly in rich Ultra HD 4K. No ideas get left behind because anyone can share wirelessly from their own device.

- Ultra HD delivers rich meeting experiences and new applications with super-high resolution.
- Easy wireless content sharing for every meeting, whether local content or in a video call.
- Content annotation and digital whiteboarding built in.
- Streamlined cabling and robust APIs make it ideal for integrated rooms and customized environments.

POLY MEDIALIGN

Premium, all-inclusive video conferencing.

Put the focus on better collaboration for your teams, no matter where they're located. This premium, all-inclusive video conferencing system powered by Poly G7500 is easy to deploy, anywhere in the world.

- One customizable system with monitor, controller, color, and height options.
- High-quality audio and video for medium and large rooms.
- Hands-free smart cameras with automatic speaker tracking and group framing.
- Straightforward global deployment with modern design and small footprint.
### WHY BUY POLY STUDIO P15
- Designed for personal space, like focus rooms, to enable success in the hybrid workplace
- Simple USB connectivity is ideal for shared use
- One sleek device delivers nearly everything needed for a successful video call

### WHY BUY POLY STUDIO
- USB simplicity for BYOD, so users can bring their own laptop for video calls.
- Connect to a PC or Mac in the room for nearly any video application.

### WHY BUY POLY STUDIO X FAMILY
- Radically simple, all-in-one design includes nearly everything you need.
- Run Zoom Rooms or Microsoft Teams without a PC or Mac. (Teams app available for Studio X30 and X50, pending certification for Studio X70.)
- Connect to nearly any cloud video service with standards-based interoperability.

### WHY BUY POLY G7500
- Flexible and customizable for larger meeting spaces.
- Choose the cameras, microphones, and other collaboration tools best suited for each space.
- Run Zoom Rooms without a PC or Mac or use standards-based connections.

### WHY BUY POLY MEDIAALIGN
- Complete solution based on Poly G7500 that includes everything you need.
- Ideal for global deployments with a consistent design and user experience.
- Everything is supported by Poly; no need to chase multiple vendors for help.
**POLY STUDIO P15** | **POLY STUDIO** | **POLY STUDIO X30** | **POLY STUDIO X50** | **POLY STUDIO X70** | **G7500**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**IDEAL FOR** | Focus rooms used by individual employees taking private video calls or engaging in focused work | Huddle rooms that need to connect to multiple Video-as-a-Service (VaaS) platforms over USB | Huddle rooms that need an all-in-one video solution | Small to mid-size rooms that need all-in-one video conferencing | Large rooms or spaces that need all-in-one video conferencing | Larger rooms or spaces that need customized experiences

**USB CONNECTION TO PC OR MAC FOR VIDEO CALLS** | YES | YES | YES | YES | YES | YES

**ALL-IN-ONE VIDEO BAR** | NO | NO | YES | YES | YES | NO

**MODULAR CUSTOMIZABLE VIDEO SOLUTION** | NO | NO | NO | NO | NO | YES

**NOISE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY** | NoiseblockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies | NoiseblockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies | NoiseblockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies | NoiseblockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies | NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies | NoiseblockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies*

**MICROPHONE PICKUP RANGE** | Up to 10 ft/3 m | Up to 15 ft/4.5 m | Up to 15 ft/4.5 m | Up to 25 ft/7.6 m | Up to 25 ft/7.6 m | Depends on number of mics

**EXPANSION MICROPHONES AVAILABLE** | NO | YES | NO | YES | YES | YES

**SPEAKERS** | Integrated mics and mono speaker | Dual stereo | Single mono | Dual stereo | 2 way stereo with bass ports | Not included

**CAMERA** | 4K 90-degree FOV | 4K 120-degree FOV | 4K 120-degree FOV | 4K 120-degree FOV | Dual 4K, 120-degree and 70-degree FOV | Flexible options available, including Studio E70 Dual 4K camera

**POLY TC8 AVAILABLE FOR EASY TOUCH CONTROL** | N/A (control from PC/Mac) | N/A (control from PC/Mac) | YES | YES | YES | YES

**NUMBER OF SUPPORTED DISPLAYS** | N/A (depends on PC/Mac) | N/A (depends on PC/Mac) | 1 | 2 | 2 | 2

**NATIVE ZOOM ROOMS EXPERIENCE** | Through PC/Mac | Through PC/Mac | Built-in | Built-in | Built-in | Built-in

**MICROSOFT TEAMS VIDEO** | Through personal (PC/Mac) or Microsoft Teams Rooms (Windows) | Through PC/Mac | Built-in | Built-in | Through optional RealConnect Service | Through optional RealConnect Service

**STANDARDS-BASED (H.323 AND SIP) VIDEO** | Through PC/Mac | Through PC/Mac | Built-in | Built-in | Built-in | Built-in

*Optional ceiling microphone accessory required